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Abstrak: Penelitian ini menggambarkan sebuah  kajian morfo-sintaksis 

akhiran -ake and -i bahasa Jawa. Pengambilan data dilakukan di Kampung Jawa, 

Lombok Tengah. Penelitian ini difokuskan pada dua isu yakni aplikatif dan 

kausatif. Dalam konsep aplikatif, penelitian ditujukan untuk menemukan tipe-tipe 

oblik yang dapat dipromosikan langsung ke objek langsung yang secara 

morphologis ditandai dengan akhiran -ake dan -i baik dalam kata kerja intransitif 

maupun transitif diikuti dengan pembahasan singkat bagaimana oblik-oblik di 

promosikan ke objek langsung. Studi ini juga ditujukan untuk menemukan tipe 

kata kerja yang digunakan untuk membentuk konstruksi kausatif. Hal ini penting 

dilakukan sebab akhiran -ake dapat ditemukan dalam applikatif dan kausatif. 

Pembahasan akhir membahas  perubahan valensi antara non-kausatif dan kausatif 

menggunakan RG (Relational Grammar). Studi diskripsi ini menggunakan metode 

wawancara dan perekaman untuk mengumpulkan data. Ditemukan lima tipe oblik 

yang berpotensi menjadi argumen inti meliputi lokatif, benefaktif, tujuan, alat dan 

sumber. Akhiran -ake berfungsi untuk mempromosikan oblik benefaktif dan alat 

ke objek langsung dalam kata kerja intransitif. Akhiran -i  diaplikasikan untuk 

mempromosi oblik lokatif dan tujuan ke objek langsung. Sebuah penemuan 

menarik menunjukkan promosi luar biasa ketika oblik sumber harus dipromosikan 

ke posisi subjek dalam kata kerja intransitive dengan akhiran -ake. RG 

menunjukkan sebuah demosi subjek ke objek langsung dalam kata kerja 

unaccusative yang dimarkahi oleh akhiran -ake. Kausatif dengan kata kerja 

intransitif mendemosikan sebuah subjek ke oblik dalam bahasa jawa. 

 

Kata kunci: Morfo-sintaksis, akhiran -ake dan -i, oblik, aplikatif, kausatif 
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Abstract: This thesis deals with a descriptive study on the morpho-

syntax of Javanese suffixes -ake and -i at Kampung Jawa, Central Lombok. It 

focuses on two main issues: applicative and causative constructions in Javanese. 

In terms of applicative, it is aimed to find possible types of oblique which can be 

directly promoted to direct object morphologically are marked by two suffixes -

ake and -i in both intransitive and transitive verbs. It is then followed by a brief 

discussion how the obliques are promoted to direct object. Moreover, the 

discussion is aimed at finding  types of verb  used to construct causative. This is 

crucial to do because the suffix -ake can be both applicative and causative. In the 

last session, it discusses the valency changing between non-causative and 

causative one using RG (Relational Grammar). This descriptive study used 

interview and recording to gain some data. The study found five obliques which 

are potential to be core argument: locative, benefactive, destination, instrumental 

and source. The suffix -ake functions to promote benefactive and instrumental 

obliques to direct object attached on intransitive verb. The suffix -i is applied to 

promote locative and destination obliques to direct object. An interesting finding 

showed an unusual circumstance where a source oblique need to be promoted  to 

subject position in intransitive with suffix -ake. Javanese causative construction 

uses unaccusative verb marked by suffix -ake.  The RG examines a demotion of 

subject to direct object in unaccusative verbs marked by suffix -ake. Causative 

with transitive verb demotes a subject to oblique in Javanese. 

 

Key words: Morpho-syntax, Javanese suffix -ake and -i, oblique, applicative, 

causative 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

  

Javanese language (ngoko or boso jowo) has been registered as one of 

Indonesian’s vernaculars and is primarily spoken by Javanese in East and Central 

Java. Around 95 million of Javanese communicate using this language in their 

communication (Oblogin 2012). Javanese is a language which has three levels: 

Krama Inggil, Krama Madya and Ngoko. Krama Inggil is used to address older 

people or people who have higher social status than the speaker. Krama Madya is 

commonly applied when the speaker communicates to those who have equal 

social status and/or the same age as the speaker. Besides, Ngoko is used when 

communicating to younger people or to those who have a lower social status than 

the speaker. 

This study provides in depth discussion of two Javanese suffix -ake and -

i in Ngoko level conducted at Kampung Jawa, Central Lombok. It falls into two 

main issues: applicative and causative construction because the suffixes -ake and -

i can be used as applicative and causative marker in Javanese. Applicative 

construction is a process in which an oblique is promoted to direct object position 

marked by certain suffix. In addition, causative construction deals with a casual 

relation between two events, one of which is believed can cause another situation . 

In terms of applicative, it is aimed to find possible types of oblique which can be 

directly promoted to direct object morphologically are marked by two suffixes -

ake and -i in both intransitive and transitive verbs. It is then followed by a brief 

discussion how the obliques are promoted to direct object. Moreover, the 

discussion is aimed at finding  types of verb  used to construct causative. This is 
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crucial to do because the suffix -ake can be both applicative and causative.  In the 

last session, it discusses the valency changing between non-causative and 

causative one using RG (Relational Grammar) 

2. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURES 

This study provides a depth discussion of Javanese suffixes -ake and -i in 

morpho-syntax interface. Therefore, it discusses a relation between two fields of 

linguistics: morphology and syntax. Morphology is defined as a field of linguistics 

which studies and analyzes the form of words by factorizing them into 

morphemes (Julian, H, 2009). In addition, syntax theoretically deals with 

identifying the rules that allow us to combine words into phrases and phrases into 

sentences (Rochelle, 2009: 144). The discussion of two main issues: applicative 

and causative construction seem to be discussed in morpho-syntax interface since 

there is an effect on the Javanese sentence structure before and after the suffixes -

ake and -i attached on the certain base verb. Trask (1993) cited in Hanafi (2010) 

briefly argues that it is a process of valency mechanism to add an argument of a 

verb, in which the verb is marked with affixes. Briefly, it can be stated as a 

process in which an oblique is promoted to core argument (direct object) position 

because an affix attached on the base verb. Whereas causative construction refers 

to a causative situation, that is, to a casual relation between two events, one of 

which is believed can cause another situation (Kulikov 2001). This study, choose 

the applicative and causative construction because both suffixes -ake and -i can be 

both applicative and causative in Javanese. 
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3. RESEARCH METHOD 

This study uses descriptive qualitative method. The source of data in this 

study was native Javanese who live at Kampung Jawa, Central Lombok. It was 

restricted by a number of Javanese people who actively communicate with 

Javanese and understand the rule of Javanese. The data were Javanese spoken 

form containing suffixes -ake and -i related two main issues applicative and 

causative construction. To obtain the data, this research used recording and 

interview techniques. In analyzing the data, the writer did the following steps. 

First, the researcher collected the data taken from recording and interview. 

Second, the researcher classified the data containing Javanese -ake and -i whether 

it is applicative or causative. Third, the researcher described the possible types of 

syntactic category (obliques) which can be derived into core object in Javanese 

applicative contruction marked by suffixes -ake and -i. Fourth, the researcher 

described the possible types of Javanese verbs morphologically are marked by 

suffix -ake to construct causative construction. Fifth, the researcher determined 

the possible rule of Javanese applicative construction morphologically is marked 

by suffixes -ake and -i. Then, the researcher determined the possible rule of 

Javanese causative construction morphologically is marked by suffix -ake. 

4. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

. 

Obliques in Javanese Applicative Construction 

Javanese shows five obiques: locative, destination benefactive, 

instrumental and source to construct applicative. They are morphologically 

marked by two suffixes -ake and -i on both intransitive and transitive verbs. 
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Specifically, the suffix-ake functions to introduce two different objects: 

benefactive and instrumental argument whereas the suffix -i implies locative and 

destination objects. Moreover, an interesting finding shows the promotion of 

source oblique to subject position. 

The Rule of Obliques Promotion 

In analyzing the data, this study uses Relational Grammar’s concept. 

Concept of Relational Grammar (RG) shows a concept how two clauses are 

differentiated syntactically; therefore, this study uses Relational Grammar to 

analyze some valency changing between non applicative and  applicative one. 

This concept is presented in the following term: 

(a) S    DO   IO OBL 

    1      2      3  

First of all, Each S (subject), DO (direct object) and IO (indirect object) 

is marked by 1, 2 and 3 (Hanafi 2010). 

            Second, since two main issues in this study focus on the relation between 

two clauses, Relational Grammar presents multi stratum concept. It has two main 

concepts namely promotion and demotion. Consider the following rule: 

(b) Promotion       Demotion 

    2-1                  1-2 

    3-1                  1-3 

  OBL-1          1-Chomeur 

 

     3-2                  2-3 

   OBL-2           2-Chomeur 
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   OBL-3           3-Chomeur  

Promotion can be defined as process which implies advancement of 

valency. For instance the promotion of object to subject position drawn as 2-1. In 

contrary, demotion reflects decreasing of valency changing such as subject to 

direct object  (see the changing 1-2).  

Intransitive with Suffix -i (Locative) 

     At first, suffix -i is used to mark applicativeness in inransitive. It 

promotes locative oblique to direct object. Each construction [a] is the base and 

each construction [b] is its derivation. 

[1] a. Aku       mbiyen      nglangi          neng      kali  gede gede     

                                 I.1SG      in the past    ACT-swim     on          big rivers 

                                ‘In the past, I swam on the big rivers’ 

                             b. Aku       mbiyen        nglange-ni      kali  gede-gede 

                                 I.1SG    in the past    swim-APPL   big rivers 

                           ‘In the past, I swam on the big rivers’ 

                     [2] a. Aku        menek          neng    wit pelem       kuwi                  

                                 I.1SG       ACT-climb    on        manggo tree     that-DEF      

                                ‘I climb on that manggo tree ’  

      b. Aku        menek-i             wit pelem         kui    

         I.1SG     climb-APPL      manggo tree     that-DEF      

        ‘I climb on that manggo tree ’    
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The Relational Grammar of those constructions can be presented  below: 

Aku  nglangi    neng kali gede-gede  

 

   1                       P              OBL            (First stratum) 

   1                       P                2                (Second stratum) 

 

Aku    menek-i   wit pelem kuwi              

 

   1          P               OBL      

 

   1          P                 2 

 

In the first stratum in which the verbs are intransitive, both subjects aku 

“I” are designated as 1, the verbs nglangi, menek “swim, climb” are predicates 

and neng kali, neng wit kuwi “on the rivers, on that tree ” are locative obliques. In 

the second stratum, both aku “I” remain as 1, the locative phrases are promoted 

into 2 by deleting neng “on” preposition because applicative suffix -i attached on 

the base verbs.  There is another change with the verbs. The advancement of 

locatives create a new 2 and hence the verbs are transitive. 

Transitive with Suffix -i (Locative) 

  Examples [3] and [4] present the promotion of locative oblique to direct 

object. The promotion appears in transitive verb with suffix -i.  

[3] a. Mbah Karwo   nandur        telo        neng   kebon 

         Mr. Karwo     ACT-plant  cassava   on      field 

        ‘Mr. Karwo planted cassava on the field’ 

     b. Mbah Karwo    nandur-i          kebon  telo 

        Mr. Karwo       plant-APPL     field    cassava 

       ‘Mr. Karwo planted the field with cassava’ 
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[4] a. Dheweke        ng-isi        banyu   neng   botol 

         He/she.3SG    ACT-fill   water    in        bottle 

        ‘He/she filled water in a bottle’ 

     b. Dheweke        ng-ise-ni     botol     banyu 

         He/she.3SG    fill-APPL   bottle    water 

        ‘He/she filled a bottle with water’ 

 

The Relational Grammar of this process are illustrated as follow: 

Mbah Karwo    nandur-i    kebon  telo 

       1                     P              2       OBL     (first stratum) 

       1                     P              2       Cho       (second stratum)                 

Dheweke ng-ise-ni botol banyu 

      1           P          2      OBL     (first stratum) 

      1           P          2       Cho     (second stratum) 

Constructions (3a) and (4a) consist transitive verbs nandur, ngisi “plant, 

fill” with mbah Karwo, dheweke “Mr. Karwo, he/she” as subjects. The RG shows 

the promotion of locative obliques (OBL) neng kebon, neng botol “on the field, in 

the bottle” to 2 (direct object). Therefore, kebon, botol ‘field, bottle’ are new 

direct objects demoting the initial direct objects telo, banyu “cassava, water” to  

chomeur. The advancement of locatives to direct  objects are registered by the 

suffix -i/ni on the verbs nandur, ngisi “plant, fill” and removing neng “on/in” 

preposition. 
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Intransitive with Suffix -i (Destination) 

                       Construction [5b] is derived from [5a]. Suffix -i  has grammatical function 

as applicativeness. It also promotes destination oblique to direct object position. It 

is exemplified and examined in the following rule: 

[5] a. Rentenir          kae              teka             neng     warung    

         Debt collector  that-DEF   ACT-come   to        market 

        iki                mben dino 

        this-DEF       everyday     

       ‘That debt collector cames to this market everyday’ 

     b.  Rentenir            kae              neka-ni         warung iki                mben dino  

          Debt collector   that-DEF    come-APPL   market  this.DEF    everyday                                 

       ‘That debt collector comes to this market everyday’ 

Rentenir kae  neka-ni  warung iki    mben dino  

     1                    P        OBL       (first stratum) 

     1                    P          2         (second stratum) 

Javanese also exhibits destination as a type of applicative construction. 

First stratum is basic construction of the second stratum. The example above is an 

intransitive construction with a destination oblique introduced by neng ‘to’ 

preposition. The advancement of the oblique expressing destination in an 

intransitive construction to direct object is marked by the N-prefix and the suffix -

i/ni on the verb and reducing neng ‘to’ preposition. This promotion is presented 

by the changing of OBL to 2 (direct object) position. 
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Transitive with Suffix -ake (Benefactive) 

                       Constructions [6] and [7] prove that suffix -ake functions to increase 

benefactive oblique to direct object position attached on transitive verb. Notice 

constructions [6b] and [7b] are derived from [6a] and [7a]. 

[7] a. Mas Heri     njupuk         pelem       kanggo  konco-konco                                                   

        Mr Heri       ACT-take     mango      for        friends 

        ‘Mr. Heri took mango for friends ’  

     b. Mas Heri  njupuk-ake     konco-konco  pelem 

         Mr.   Heri   take-APPL    friends          mango 

       ‘Mr. Heri took mango for friends’  

[8] a. Bapakku                     nggawe        dolanan     kanggo aku 

         My father.1SG.POSS    ACT-make     toy            for      me   

        ‘Bapakku made a toy for me’  

     b. Bapakku                         nggawek-ake    aku       dolanan 

         My father.1SG.POSS    make-APPL      me        toy 

       ‘My father made toy for me’ 

 

Mas Heri njupuk-ake  konco-konco pelem 

     1                P             2            OBL    (first startum) 

     1                P             2            Cho      (second stratum) 

 

 

Bapakku nggawe-ake    aku   dolanan 

   1              P              2      OBL      (first startum) 

   1              P              2      Cho       (second stratum) 
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Javanese suffix -ake applying in transitive verb also has certain rule to 

promote benefactive oblique to direct object. The two examples above illustrate 

that two benefactive obliques kanggo konco-konco, kanggo aku “for friends, for 

me” marked by preposition kanggo “for”  in the first stratum are advanced to 

direct object in the second construction. The promotions are proven by increasing 

of two OBL (obliques) to 2 because  applicative suffix -ake  joints with the verbs 

jupuk, nggawe “take, make”  and reducing kanggo “for” preposition. 

Furthermore, the initial  direct objects designated as 2 in the first stratum are 

demoted to chomeur. 

Transitive with Suffix -ake (Instrumental) 

  The promotion of instrumental oblique to direct object seems to be 

accepted in Javanese. It exists on transitive verb with suffix -ake. Relational 

Grammar will discuss its valency changing in the following: 

[8] a. Bapakku                         menthong      aku     nganggo   galar   

         My father.1SG.POSS    ACT-hit         me      use           wooden stick  

        ‘My father hit me with a wooden stick’                                        

     b. Bapakku                              menthong-ake        galar          neng       aku        

         My father.1SG.POSS         hit-APPL         wooden stick    on           me   

        ‘My father hit a wooden stick on me’ 

My father    nggepuk-ake    galar       neng  aku  

 

   1                      P            2          OBL   (first stratum) 

   1                      P            2          Cho     (second stratum) 
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In the initial stratum, galar “wooden stick” yields as an instrumental 

oblique marked by nganggo “with”. In the second stratum, the instrumental 

oblique is advanced to 2 demoting the initial 2 to chomeur. The advancement is 

registered on the verbs by the suffix -ake and the reducing nganggo ‘with’ 

preposition. 

Intransitive with Suffix -ake (Source) 

 

                       An interesting finding shows that Javanese applicative construction not 

only promote an oblique to direct object position, but also it may promote an 

oblique to subject position. Therefore, this circumstance belongs to unusual 

promotion as presented in [9] construction.  

[9] a. Wong cilik      untung              teko    kebijakan anyar 

        Poor people    ACT.benefit       from    new policy 

       ‘Poor people got some benefit from new policy’ 

    b. Kebijakan anyar    nguntung-ake     wong cilik 

  New policy          benefit-APPL     poor people 

 ‘New policy benefited the poor people’ 

Kebijakan anyar   nguntung-ake    wong cilik 

         1                      P                  OBL          (first stratum) 

         1                      P                   2             (second stratum) 

         First construction deals with non applicative whereas the second one is 

applicative one. Unusual circumstance happens when the source oblique marked 

by teko “from” preposition cannot be directly promoted to O (object) position 

instead of it will be  promoted to S (subject). Teko kebijaan anyar “from new 
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policy” glossed as OBL (oblique) in RG is advanced to 1 as a new subject. The 

initial subject wong cilik “poor people” then becomes a direct object. 

Verb of causative construction with suffix -ake. 

Turning now to causative issue. Comrie (1989:125) formally categorizes 

causative construction into three types. These are: (1) analytical/perisphatic 

causative, (2) morphological causative and (3) lexical causative. However, this 

study is rather emphasized on the morphological causative as this causative is 

clarrified as a type of causatives marked by affixation on the base verb . 

Common types of verb marked by suffix -ake to build causative construction can 

be seen in the following findings: 

[1] a. Pelem-pelem   kui                 ceblok 

         Mangos          those-DEF      ACT-fall 

        ‘Those mangos fall’ 

     b. Aku      nyeblok-ake         pelem-pelem     kui 

         I.1SG   fall-CAUS           mangos            those-DEF 

        ‘I made those mangos fall’ 

[2] a. Pireng-pirengku             pecah            kabeh 

         My plates.1SG.POSS    ACT-broke     all 

        ‘All of my plates broken’ 

 

     b. Adel    mecah-ake          pireng-pirengku     

         Adel    broke-CAUS      my plates.1SG.POSS  

        ‘Adel broke my plates’ 
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[3] a. Adikmu                             turu 

        Your brother.2SG.POSS     ACT-sleep 

       ‘Your brother sleeps           

     b. Ibukmu                       nurok-ake       adikmu 

        Your mom.2SG.POSS  sleep-CAUS   your brother.2SG.POSS   

       ‘Your mom makes your brother sleep’ 

[4] a. Iwak beku 

       ‘Fish  frozen’      

     b. Bakul iwak   mbekok-ake    iwak 

        Fish seller    freeze-CAUS   fish 

       ‘The fish seller makes fish frozen; 

          The verbs such as ceblok, pecah, turu, beku “fall, broke, sleep freeze” are 

mostly used to construct causative in Javanese. These verbs are classified as 

unaccusative verb.  

Perlmutter 1978 proposed the differences between unaccusative and 

unergative in semantic perception. That is: 

“This syntactic difference between unergative and 

unaccusative verbs has been considered to be based on a 

difference in their semantic characterization: unergative 

verbs usually describe willed or volitional acts and the 

semantic role of their subjects is an agent or experiencer 

whereas unaccusative verbs describe change of state or 

location with subjects whose semantic role is a patient”.

          

Thus, base on the rule has just presented, the differences between 

unaccusative and unergative can be illustrated in turn: 
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a. Unaccusative: Mangos         fall. 

                        Direct object             (Grammatical roles) 

                        Patient                      (Semantic roles) 

b. Unergative  : I               swim. 

                       Subject                      (Grammatical roles) 

         Agent                        (Semantic roles) 

                 Javanese causative construction exhibits intransitive verb with suffix -ake 

to construct causative. Unaccusative is a types of verb commonly used as 

causativisation.  The relation between its basic and derived clause is demonstrated 

as follow: 

[1] a. Pelem-pelem   kui                 ceblok 

         Mangos          those-DEF      ACT-fall 

        ‘Those mangos fall’ 

     b. Aku      nyeblok-ake         pelem-pelem     kui 

         I.1SG   fall-CAUS           mangos              those-DEF 

        ‘I made those mangos fall’ 

[2] a. Pireng-pirengku             pecah              kabeh 

         My plates.1SG.POSS    ACT-broke     all 

        ‘All of my plates broken’ 

     b. Adel    mecah-ake          pireng-pirengku     

        Adel    broke-CAUS       my plates.1SG.POSS  

       ‘Adel made my plates broken’ 

The RG (Relational Grammar) of those causative constructions can be presented 

as follows: 
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              Adel mecah-ake    pireng-pirengku 

    P                    1                  (first stratum) 

                1       P                    2                  (second stratum) 

 

Constructions [1a] and [2a] are non causatives whereas constructions 

[1b] and [2b] are causatives. The causative constructions are derived from non 

causatives marked by suffix -ake added on the intransitive verbs ceblok and pecah 

“fall and broke” and they are signaled by additional argument (subject) on their 

constructions.  

         In each first stratum, the Relational Grammar (RG) designates pelem-

pelem kui and pireng-pirengku “those mangos and my plates” as 1 and ceblok and 

pecah “fall and broke” as P (predicates). The causative constructions presented in 

the second stratum demote 1 to 2 because  new subjects aku, Adel  “I, Adel” occur 

as 1.  

[3] a. Adikmu                             turu 

        Your brother.2SG.POSS     ACT-sleep 

       ‘Your brother sleeps’           

    b. Ibukmu                        nurok-ake       adikmu 

       Your mom.2SG.POSS   sleep-CAUS   your brother.2SG.POSS   

      ‘Your mom made your brother sleep’ 

[4] a. Iwak beku 

       ‘Fish  frozen’      

     b. Bakul iwak   mbekok-ake    iwak 

        Fish seller    freeze-CAUS   fish 
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       ‘The fish seller made fish frozen’ 

Ibukmu   nurok-ake      adikmu 

                    P                1               (first stratum) 

      1            P                2               (second stratum) 

  

Bakul iwak  mbekok-ake   iwak 

                         P             1              (first stratum) 

    1                   P             2              (second stratum) 

             Similar to examples have just presented earlier, constructions [3b] and 

[4b] are causatives. The Relational Grammar (RG) shows valency changing 

between each construction (a) and (b). In the first stratum, adikmu and iwak “your 

brother and  fish” yield as 1 and two intransitive vebs turu and beku “sleep and 

freeze” are presented as P (predicates). Each 1 then is demoted to 2 because of 

causativisation which shows additional argument (subject) marked by main suffix 

-ake attached on nasalized intransitive verbs. 

5. CONCLUSION 

            Javanese applicative constructions morphologically are marked by suffixes 

-i including such functions as locative and destination. It is applied on both 

intransitive and transitive verbs. Javanese suffix -ake has an important rule to 

promote benefactive and instrumental obliques to direct object in Javanese’ 

unergative intransitive verbs. An interesting finding shows a source oblique that 

should go to subject marked by this suffix attached on intransitive verb. The verbs 

used in Javanese causative construction marked by the suffixes -ake are 
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unaccusative. In opposite the verbs used in applicative are unergative if they are 

intransitive. In terms of causative, suffix -ake attached on intransitive verb 

demotes a subject of basic construction to direct object because of existing a new 

subject in second construction.  
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